Box-No.
Pass

Brevet

EAN

MS

REPEATER:

Surname

..........................................................

Name

Country

...............................................................................................................................................

Zip Code

..........................................................

Street

...............................................................................................................................................

Date of Birth

..........................................................

E-Mail

...............................................................................................................................................

Certification

.......................................................... ……………………………. ...........................................

City

......................................................

......................................................

Mobil / Tel. No.: ....................................................

Total Dives....................................................................

Last Dive....................................................

Hotel ..............................................................................

Room No. .................................................

Arrival .................... .......................................................

Departure........... ..................................................

Decochamber (7€) :  yes  no / Name of Insurance:…….……………………………
Voucher from: ...............................................

Voucher-No.: ...........................................

Voucher for:……………. .......................................................................................................
Size
Mask
Snorkel
Fins
Regulator
Jacket
Suit
Hood
Computer
SMB
Date
Course

No.

Out at date:

Back at date:

Equipment by date:
Torch:
Kompass:
Others :__________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
Ankleweight:
Scooter:

Check in by:

Computer Check in by:

Date
Course

Miss paper & Check out
date by:

Standards and rules for safe diving practices and liability release
Participating in the dive program of Coraya Divers you are engaged to follow the safety rules of non compression
diving. You have to follow the directions related to these rules and concerning the protection of the underwater
world given by the management, the dive instructors and the dive masters. Infringing upon those rules you might
face to be excluded from our dive program without any compensation. If in any case an accident is to happen due
to ignorance of the given rules, the diver is responsible for all damages and costs possibly being created
concerning the rescue and medical care process.
Rules to be followed in our dive center;
I, …………………………… agree to the following:

I have to present a medical statement that states I am fit for diving (must not be older than two years
up to the diver’s age of 40, above the age of 40 years it must not be older than one year.)

to pay attention during briefings and to follow instructions and advises given by the management,
the dive instructors or dive guides.

I will never dive alone

I will follow the buddy system throughout every dive:

plan dives- and agree before the actual dive on: communications, procedures and reuniting in case
of separation and emergency procedures with my buddy.

be aware of my and my buddy’s air consumption, the minimum amount of pressure after ascending
has to be 40 bar.

to maintain buoyancy and adjust weighting at the surface before the dive.

I will never dive without a dive computer

maximum depth for beginners is 18m, for experienced divers 30m, only with a professional dive
Guide: 40m (by law)

I will make always a safety stop at 5m for 3 min and be always in the limits of the recreational dive
tables and never plan decompression dives.

to be familiar with my diving equipment – dive never without BCD- and apply the buddy check

system before every dive.

to never wear gloves (required by law)

to maintain good mental and physical fitness for diving and avoid the use of dangerous drugs or
alcohol

to make sure that I drink enough water during the day (min 3 liter)

to stop diving minimum 12 hours prior to flying

Divers with less than 25 dives have to be guided; fee for guiding: 3 Euro per dive
The dive center has the right to change the dive locations due to weather conditions without any notice.
Liability release
I understand and agree that both Coraya Divers and their respective employees will be kept harmless from any
liability or responsibility in case of an injury, death or damage to me or my family, heirs, or assigned persons that
may occur as a result of my participation in this diving program or as a result of the negligence of any party
including the released parties, passive or active. Also I might be held personally responsible and liable for any
damage or loss of rental equipment of Coraya Divers. The dive center does not take any liability for lost or
damaged private equipment of their guests.
I have read the above statements and have clarified any questions that I had to my satisfaction.

Date:

..................................

For minors guardian’s signatures:

name:

..................................

....................................................

signature:

..........................

